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Four-jet production via double parton scattering in pA collisions at the LHC
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We present predictions for the double parton scattering (DPS) four-jet production cross
sections in pA collisions at the LHC. Relying on the experimental capabilities to correlate
centrality with impact parameter B of the proton-nucleus collision, we discuss a strategy to
extract the double parton scattering contributions in pA collisions, which gives direct access
to double parton distribution in the nucleon. We show that the production cross sections
via DPS of four jets, out of which two may be light- or heavy-quark jets, are large enough
to allow the method to be used already with data accumulated in 2016 pA run.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The flux of incoming partons in hadron-induced reactions increases with the collision energy
so that multiple parton interactions (MPI) take place, both in pp and pA collisions. The study
of MPIs started in eighties in Tevatron era [1–3], both experimentally and theoretically. Recently
a significant progress was achieved in the study of MPI, in particular of double parton scatter-
ing (DPS). From the theoretical point of view a new self consistent pQCD based formalism was
developed both for pp [4–13] and pA DPS collisions [14] (see [15] for recent reviews). Recent obser-
vations of double open charm [16–19] and same sign WW (ssWW ) production [20] clearly show
the existence of DPS interactions in pp collisions.
The MPI interactions play a major role in the Underlying Event (UE) and thus are taken into
account in all MC generators developed for the LHC [21, 22]. On the other hand the study of
DPS will lead to understanding of two parton correlations in the nucleon. In particular the DPS
cross sections involve new non-perturbative two-body quantities, the so-called two particle Gener-
alised Parton Distribution Functions (2GPDs), which encode novel features of the non-perturbative
nucleon structure. Such distributions have the potential to unveil two-parton correlations in the
nucleon structure [23, 24] and to give access to information complementary to the one obtained
from nucleon one-body distributions.
The study of MPI and in particular of the DPS reactions in pA collisions is important for our
understanding of MPI in pp collisions and it constitutes a benchmark of the theoretical formalism
available for these processes. On the other hand the MPI in pA collisions may play an important
role in underlying event (UE) and high multiplicity events in pA collisions. Moreover it was argued
in Ref. [14] that they are directly related to longitudinal parton correlations in the nucleon.
The theory of MPI and in particular DPS in pA collisions was first developed in [25], where it
was shown that there are two DPS contributions at work in such a case. First, there is the so-called
DPS1 contribution, depicted in the left panel of Fig. (1), in which two partons from the incoming
nucleon interact with two partons in the target nucleon in the nucleus, making such a process
formally identical to DPS in the pp collisions. Next there is a new type of contribution, depicted in
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FIG. 1: Pictorial representation of DPS process in pA collisions via a) DPS1 and b) DPS2 mechanisms. The
light grey blobs indicate nucleons, darker grey ones the nucleus and black ones the hard interactions.
the right panel of Fig. (1) and often called DPS2, in which two partons from the incoming nucleon
interact with two partons each of them belonging to the distinct nucleons in the target nucleus
located at the same impact parameter. Such a contribution is parametrically enhanced by a factor
A1/3 over the DPS1 contribution, A being the atomic number of the nucleus.
In the recent past a number of theoretical studies have appeared which focus on the study of DPS
contributions in pA collisions [14, 26–30]. However, although many interesting theoretical studies
of DPS2 were performed recently, the problem remains is how to observe DPS2 experimentally.
The main issue is obviously the large SPS (leading twist) background in such processes, that makes
the observation of the DPS contributions, which are next to leading twist phenomena, a rather
complicated task.
Recently however a new method was suggested in Ref. [31], which allows to separate DPS2
from the leading twist (and DPS1) contributions. The method exploits the different dependence
on the impact parameter B on the various contributions to pA cross section for a given final state:
while the SPS and DPS1 contributions are proportional to the nuclear thickness function T (B),
the DPS2 one is proportional to the square of T (B). Therefore the cross section producing a given
final state can be schematically written as [31],:
d2σpA
d2B
=
(
σLTpA + σ
DPS1
pA
)T (B)
A
+ σDPS2pA
T 2(B)∫
d2B T 2(B)
, (1)
where T (B) is normalized to the atomic number A of the nucleus. This approach was used in
Ref. [31] to study two-dijets processes and, in Ref. [32], to study processes involving the associated
production of electroweak bosons and jets in pA collisions.
The latter strategy exploits the experimental capabilities to accurately relate centrality with
the impact parameter B of the pA collisions. The procedure for the determination of centrality in
pA collisions was developed i.e. by ATLAS [33]. It makes use of the measurement of the transverse
energy ET deposited in the pseudorapidity interval −3.2 ≥ η ≥ −4.9 (i.e. along the nucleus
direction) as a measure of centrality. It was shown in Ref. [34] that ET in this kinematics is not
sensitive to production of hadrons at forward rapidities. The ET distribution as a function of the
number of collisions ν (and thus on the impact parameter B) is presented in Refs. [33–35] (see also
the related discussion in Ref. [31]).
The purpose of the present paper is to continue the research started in those works and pursue
the emergence of DPS2 contribution in the four-jet final state. Indeed, the observation of DPS in
pA collisions faces two main challenges: the first one, in common with DPS studies in pp collisions,
is tackling the large single parton scattering (SPS) background; the second one is given by the
limited integrated luminosity accumulated in short pA runs, which is several orders of magnitude
integrated lower than the one accumulated in pp collisions. Therefore the obviuous question is
3whether the number of observed DPS events is sufficient to overcome the systematic inaccuracy
due to the large SPS background. Such question was studied for example in [32] where we found
that it is possible to separate SPS and DPS2 backgrounds for Wjj final state.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the possibility to isolate the DPS2 contribution
within multi-jet final state and the necessary kinematic constraints. We shall calculate the cross
sections as a function of impact parameter B of the pA collision, for its various components in both
the four-jet (4j) and two b-jet plus two light jets (2b2j) final states and estimate the sensitivity to
the DPS mechanisms for the considered final states. We shall see, that both these final states are
the ”golden plate” channel for the observation of the DPS2 mechanism.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we review the theoretical formalism and the
set up for our calculations. In Sec. III and IV we analyze and discuss the results in the 4j and
2b2j final states, respectively. We summarize our results in conclusion.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The cross section for the production of final states C and D in pA collisions via double parton
scattering can be written as the convolution of the double 2GPDs of the proton and the nucleus,
Gp and GA, respectively [14, 25]:
dσCDDPS
dΩCdΩD
=
∫
d2~∆
(2π)2
dσˆCik(x1, x3)
dΩC
dσˆDjl (x2, x4)
dΩD
Gijp (x1, x2, ~∆)G
kl
A (x3, x4,−~∆) . (2)
Two parton GPDs depend on the transverse momentum imbalance momentum ~∆. The struc-
ture and relative weight of different contributions to the nuclei 2GPD was studied in detail in
Ref. [14], where it was shown that only two contributions survive: the one that corresponds to
DPS1 mechanism and an other corresponding to DPS2.
Since our analysis will especially deal with impact parameter B dependence of the cross sec-
tion, we find natural to rewrite Eq. (2) in coordinate space, introducing the double distributions
Dp,A which are the Fourier conjugated of Gp,A with respect to ~∆. In such a representation these
distributions admit a probabilistic interpretation and represent the number density of parton pairs
with longitudinal fractional momenta x1, x2, at a relative transverse distance ~b⊥, the latter being
the Fourier conjugated to ~∆.
In the impulse approximation for the nuclei, neglecting possible corrections to factorisation due
to the shadowing for large nuclei, and taking into account that RA ≫ Rp for heavy nuclei, we can
rewrite the cross section as [14, 25]
dσCDDPS
dΩ1dΩ2
=
m
2
∑
i,j,k,l
∑
N=p,n
∫
d~b⊥
∫
d2BDijp (x1, x2;
~b⊥)D
kl
N (x3, x4;
~b⊥)TN (B)
dσˆCik
dΩC
dσˆDjl
dΩD
,
+
m
2
∑
i,j,k,l
∑
N3,N4=p,n
∫
d~b⊥D
ij
p (x1, x2;
~b⊥)
∫
d2B fkN3(x3)f
l
N4(x4)TN3(B)TN4(B)
dσˆCik
dΩC
dσˆDjl
dΩD
. (3)
Here m = 1 if C and D are identical final states and m = 2 otherwise, i, j, k, l = {q, q¯, g} are the
parton species contributing to the final states C(D). In Eq. (3) and in the following, dσˆ indicates
the partonic cross section for producing the final state C(D), differential in the relevant set of
variables, ΩC and ΩD, respectively. The functions f
i appearing in Eq. (3) are single parton densities
and the subscript N indicates nuclear parton distributions. The double parton diistribution DN
is the double GPD for the nucleon bound in the nuclei, once again calculated in the mean field
approximation.
4Partonic cross sections and parton densities do additionally depend on factorization and renor-
malization scales whose values are set to appropriate combination of the large scales occuring in
final state C and D.
The nuclear thickness function Tp,n(B), mentioned in the Introduction and appearing in Eq. (3),
is obtained integrating the proton and neutron densities ρ
(p,n)
0 in the nucleus over the longitudinal
component z
Tp,n(B) =
∫
dzρ(p,n)(B, z) , (4)
where we have defined r, the distance of a given nucleon from nucleus center, in terms of the impact
parameter B between the colliding proton and nucleus, r =
√
B2 + z2. Following Ref. [36], for the
208Pb nucleus, the density of proton and neutron is described by a Wood-Saxon distribution
ρ(p,n)(r) =
ρ
(p,n)
0
1 + e(r−R
(p,n)
0 )/a(p,n)
. (5)
For the neutron density we use Rn0 = 6.7 fm and an = 0.55 fm [37]. For the proton density we use
Rp0 = 6.68 fm and ap = 0.447 fm [38]. The ρ
(p,n)
0 parameters are fixed by requiring that the proton
and neutron density, integrated over all distance r, are normalized to the number of the protons
and neutrons in the lead nucleus, respectively.
As already anticipated, the DPS1 contribution, the first term in Eq. (3), stands for the contri-
bution already at work in pp collisions. It depends linearly on the nuclear thickness function T
and therefore scales as the number of nucleon in the nucleus, A.
The second term, the DPS2 contribution, contains in principle two-body nuclear distributions.
We work here in the impulse approximation, neglecting short range correlations in the nuclei
since their contribution may change the results by several percent only [31]. The latter term is
therefore proportional to the product of one-body nucleonic densities in the nucleus, i.e. it depends
quadratically on T and parametrically scales as A4/3.
As we already stated above we shall work here for simplicity in the mean field approximation
for the nucleon. In such approximation double GPD has a factorized form :
Dijp (x1, x2, µA, µB ,
~b⊥) ≃ f ip(x1, µA)f jp(x2, µB)T (~b⊥) , (6)
where the function T (~b⊥) describes the probability to find two partons at a relative transverse
distance ~b⊥ in the nucleon and is normalized to unity. In such a simple approximation, this
function does not depend on parton flavour and fractional momenta. Then one may define the
so-called effective cross section as
σ−1eff =
∫
d~b⊥[T (~b⊥)]2 , (7)
which controls the double parton interaction rate. Under all these approximations the DPS cross
section in pA collision can be rewritten as
dσCDDPS
dΩ1dΩ2
=
m
2
∑
i,j,k,l
∑
N=p,n
σ−1efff
i
p(x1)f
j
p(x2)f
k
N (x3)f
l
N (x4)
dσˆCik
dΩC
dσˆDjl
dΩD
∫
d2B TN (B) ,
+
m
2
∑
i,j,k,l
∑
N3,N4=p,n
f ip(x1)f
j
p(x2)f
k
N3(x3)f
l
N4(x4)
dσˆCik
dΩC
dσˆDjl
dΩD
∫
d2B TN3(B)TN4(B) . (8)
5Ref. selection σeff [mb]
[45] Njets ≥ 4, pjT ≥ 20 GeV , |ηj | ≤ 4.4 14.9+1.2−1.0(stat.)+5.1−3.8(syst.)
and at least one having pT ≥ 42.5 GeV
[43] Njets = 4: two jets with pT ≥ 50 GeV 19.0+4.6
−3.0 [46]
two jets with pT ≥ 20 GeV, |ηj | ≤ 4.7
[44] two light jets and two b-jets with pT ≥ 20 GeV 23.3+3.3
−2.5 [46]
|ηb| ≤ 2.4, |ηj | ≤ 4.7
TABLE I: Kinematic selection for the 4j and 2b2j final states adopted in experimental analyses and the
corresponding values of extracted σeff .
We find important to remark the key observation that leads to the second term of Eq. (3): namely
that the b and B integrals practically decouple since the nuclear density does not vary on subnuclear
scale [14, 25, 29]. As a result this term does depend on 2GPDs integrated over transverse distance
b⊥, i.e. at ~∆ = 0, for which we assume again mean field approximation:∫
d~b⊥D
ij
p (x1, x2;
~b⊥) ≃ f ip(x1)f jp(x2) . (9)
After integration over b⊥ in Eq. (7), σeff will be the only non-perturbative parameter characterising
the DPS1 cross section. We use in our calculation σeff values extracted from experimental analyses
of DPS processes in pp collisions. We neglect corrections due to longitudinal correlations in the
nucleon [14] and any possible dependence of σeff on energy [39]. For the considered final state a
number of experimental analyses have extracted its values for pp collisions at
√
s=7 TeV which are
reported in the Tab. (I). In our numerical estimates we use the average of those values, σ¯eff = 19
mb.
We close this Section by specifying the kinematics and additional settings with which we evaluate
Eq. (8). We consider proton lead collisions at a centre-of-mass energy
√
spN = 8.16 TeV. Due to
the different energies of the proton and lead beams (Ep = 6.5 TeV and EPb = 2.56 TeV per
nucleon), the resulting proton-nucleon centre-of-mass is boosted with respect to the laboratory
frame by ∆y = 1/2 lnEp/EN = 0.465 in the proton direction, assumed to be at positive rapidity.
Therefore jets rapidities, in this frame, are given by yCM = ylab −∆y. All calculations are based
on proton-nucleon centre-of-mass rapidities.
All the relevant DPS and SPS cross sections contributing to the 4j and 2b2j final states have
been calculated to leading order with ALPGEN [40]. Jet cross sections are obtained by identifying
final state partons as jets, as appropriate for a leading order calculations.
We use CTEQ6L1 leading order free proton parton distributions [41]. Nuclear effects on the cross
sections are estimated by using EPS09 nuclear parton distributions [42] in separate simulations.
They are found to reduce the dijet cross sections less than 1% for pjT > 20 GeV and are neglected.
We also mention that dijet cross sections are, to very good accuracy, the same on target protons
or neutrons, so no isospin corrections is applied.
III. RESULTS : 4j
In this Section we present results for the inclusive production of, at least, four light jets. Two
leading jets are requested to have pj1,j2T > 50 GeV, the subleading ones p
j3,j4
T > 20 GeV and
6DPS1 DPS2 SPS Sum σ(4j)/σ(2j) fDPS1 fDPS2
4j [µb] [µb] [µb] [µb]
pj3,j4T > 20 GeV 26.0 72.2 170.9 269.2 0.15 0.13 0.27
pj3,j4T > 25 GeV 10.8 30.2 92.9 133.9 0.07 0.10 0.22
pj3,j4T > 30 GeV 5.1 14.3 51.4 70.9 0.04 0.09 0.20
TABLE II: Predictions for 4j DPS and SPS cross sections in pA collisions in fiducial phase space, for different
cuts on jets transverse momenta.
DPS1
DPS2
SPS
Sum
B [fm]
d
N
ev
/d
B
[f
m
−1
]
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
pj3,j4T > 20 GeV
pj1,j2T > 50 GeV
4j
109876543210
8 · 104
7 · 104
6 · 104
5 · 104
4 · 104
3 · 104
2 · 104
1 · 104
0 · 100
DPS1
DPS2
SPS
Sum
B [fm]
d
2
σ
d
2
B
[p
b
/f
m
2
]
pj3,j4T > 20 GeV
pj1,j2T > 50 GeV
4j
109876543210
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
FIG. 2: Differential cross section as a function of B for the various contributions to the 4j final state (left).
Expected number of events for the various contributions assuming
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1 (right).
|ylabj | < 4.7. Different cuts on the leading and subleading jets are enforced to facilitate the pairing
for the DPS selection. Both for the DPS and the SPS mechanisms we require the interparton
distance in the η − φ plane
∆Rij =
√
(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2 (10)
to be ∆Rij > 0.7, where i and j stands for a generic light jets (i, j = 1 . . . 4, i 6= j). In the DPS
cross section we set the symmetry factor m = 2 when the subleading jets have 20 < pj3,j4T < 50
GeV and m = 1 if pj3,j4T > 50 GeV. The factorization and renormalization scales are fixed to
µF = µR =
√∑Njet
j p
2
T,j, where Njet = 2 in DPS and Njet = 4 in SPS. All the calculations are
performed with ALPGEN [40].
We report in Tab. II the various contributions to the 4j fiducial cross section for three different
tranverse momentum cuts on the subleading jets. In the last three columns we report the ratio
between the 4 jets (SPS+DPS) over 2 jets (with pT > 50 GeV) cross section, the DPS1 fraction
fDPS1 calcualted as DPS1 over (DPS1+SPS) cross section ( for easy reference to pp collisions) and
the DPS2 fraction fDPS2, calculated as DPS2 over (DPS1+DPS2+SPS) cross section. In general
we observe a large contributions from DPS2, which reaches 27% of 4 jets cross section for pj3,j4T >
7TA [fm
−2]
R
4
j
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
pj1,j2T > 50 GeV
4j
pj3,j4T > 30 GeV
pj3,j4T > 25 GeV
pj3,j4T > 20 GeV
2.221.81.61.41.210.80.60.40.20
0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
pj3,j4T > 30 GeV
pj3,j4T > 25 GeV
pj3,j4T > 20 GeV
TA [fm
−2]
R
0 4
j
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
4j
2.221.81.61.41.210.80.60.40.20
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
FIG. 3: The ratio in Eq. (12) (left) and double ratio in Eq. (13) (right) integrated in bins of TA(B).
Predictions are shown for three different cuts on jet transverse momenta.
20 GeV. We present in the left panel of Fig. (2) the various contributions to the cross sections
differential in B and the right panel the expected number of events assuming
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1,
a value in line with data recorded in 2016 pA runs. Exploiting the different dependence on T of
the various contributions, we may use the strategy put forward in Ref. [31] to separate the DPS2
contribution. For this purpose we evaluate the number of events integrating Eq. (1) in the i-bin
specified by the the bin-edge values Ti and Ti+1:
Nev(Ti, Ti+1) =
∫
d2B
d2σpA
d2B
Θ
(
TA(B)− Ti
)
Θ
(
Ti+1 − TA(B)
)
(11)
and then we consider the ratio R4j between the total number (DPS+SPS) of 4jets events over
those for dijet production (with pT > 50 GeV) as a function of TA(B):
R4j(Ti, Ti+1) = N4j(Ti, Ti+1)/N2j(Ti, Ti+1). (12)
In such a ratio, N2j is linear in TA(B), as well as the SPS background and the DPS1 mechanisms
which both contribute to N4j . In absence of the quadratic DPS2 contribution, such a ratio would
be a constant. Its presence, on the other hand, will induce a linear increase of the ratio as a
function of T , and the DPS2 magnitudo will determine its slope.
The resulting distribution is presented in the left panel of Fig. (3) for different values of jet
transverse momenta cut off and integrated in bins of T , chosen to evenly distribute the number of
events. The rise of the slope is related to fast rise of the dijet cross sections entering the DPS2
estimation as the cuts on jet transverse momenta are decreased. Our calculations were done to
the LO (Leading Order) in strong coupling. Therefore it is natural to ask for the stability of the
ratio in Eq. (12). The role of higher order corrections for the 4j final state has been investigated
in a number of papers and corrections has been found to be large [47, 48]. In order to partially
overcome this problem, we form double ratio
R04j(Ti, Ti+1) =
N4j(Ti, Ti+1)
N2j(Ti, Ti+1)
(
N4j(T0, T1)
N2j(T0, T1)
)−1
(13)
8DPS1 DPS2 SPS Sum σ(2b2j)/σ(2j) fDPS1 fDPS2
2b2j [µb] [µb] [µb] [µb] ·10−4
pb,jT > 20 GeV 2.2 6.2 13.0 21.4 3.0 0.15 0.29
pb,jT > 25 GeV 0.4 1.2 4.7 6.4 2.1 0.09 0.19
pb,jT > 30 GeV 0.1 0.3 1.9 2.3 1.6 0.06 0.13
TABLE III: Predictions for 2b2j DPS and SPS cross sections in pA collisions in fiducial phase space for
different cuts on jets transverse momenta.
i.e. we normalize it to the first bin with T0 = 0 fm
−2 and T1 = 1 fm
−2. The resulting distribution
is presented in the right panel of Fig. (3). Assuming that statistical errors follow a Poissonian dis-
tribution, the associated error is derived from the expected number of events. Our results indicate
that, within these errors estimates, the departure from a constant behaviour can be unambiguously
appreciated and the DPS2 contribution disentangled already from data of 2016 pA runs, modulo
the experimental issues in studying the most peripheral events.
IV. RESULTS : 2b2j
We consider in this Section a special class of the former process in which the second scattering
produces a bb¯ heavy-quark pair. Experimental results for this final state are reported in Ref. [44].
Light and heavy quarks jet are all requested to have pT > 20 GeV. Additionally light jet are
requested to have |ηlabj | < 4.7 and heavy quarks jets |ηlabb | < 2.4. For this final state, the symmetry
factor in the DPS cross sections is set to m = 2. The additional heavy quark tagging facilitate
the pairing in the DPS selection. Both for DPS and SPS mechanisms we set ∆Rij > 0.7 where
both index runs over light and heavy quarks jets. The factorization and renormalization scales
are fixed to µF = µR =
√∑Njet
j m
2
T,j, where Njet = 2 in DPS and Njet = 4 in SPS, being mT,j =√
m2j + p
2
T,j, the transverse mass of jet j. All the calculations are performed with ALPGEN [40].
We report in Tab. III the various contributions to the 2b2j fiducial cross section for three
different transverse momentum cuts on the jets. In general we observe a large contributions from
DPS2, which reaches 29% for pT > 20 GeV. We present in the left panel of Fig. (4) the various
contributions to the cross sections differential in B and the right panel the expected number of
events assuming
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1. As in the previous Section, we consider the ratio R2b2j between
the total number of 2b2j events (DPS+SPS) over those for dijet production as a function of TA(B):
R2b2j(Ti, Ti+1) = N2b2j(Ti, Ti+1)/N2j(Ti, Ti+1). (14)
The resulting distribution is presented in the left panel of Fig. (5) for different values of jet
transverse momenta cut off and integrated in bins of T . The rise of the slope is related to fast rise
of the dijet cross sections entering the DPS2 estimation as the cuts on jet transverse momenta are
decreased. As shown in Tab.(3) of Ref. [44], the comparison of various theoretical predictions with
2b2j data reveal substantial agreement with NLO predictions but LO prediction suffers from large
higher order corrections. Such a results are confirmed also by ALPGEN prediction which returns a
cross section 0.6 times smaller than data [44]. In order to partly mitigate these effects, we form
9DPS1
DPS2
SPS
Sum
B [fm]
d
N
ev
/d
B
[f
m
−1
]
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
pj,bT > 20 GeV
2j2b
109876543210
8 · 103
7 · 103
6 · 103
5 · 103
4 · 103
3 · 103
2 · 103
1 · 103
0 · 100
DPS1
DPS2
SPS
Sum
B [fm]
d
2
σ
d
2
B
[p
b
/f
m
2
]
pj,bT > 20 GeV
2j2b
109876543210
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
FIG. 4: Differential cross section as a function of B for the various contributions to the 2b2j final state
(left). Expected number of events for the various contributions assuming
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1 (right).
TA [fm
−2]
R
2
b2
j
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
2b2j
pj,bT > 30 GeV
pj,bT > 25 GeV
pj,bT > 20 GeV
2.221.81.61.41.210.80.60.40.20
4 · 10−4
4 · 10−4
3 · 10−4
2 · 10−4
2 · 10−4
2 · 10−4
1 · 10−4
pj,bT > 30 GeV
pj,bT > 25 GeV
pj,bT > 20 GeV
TA [fm
−2]
R
0 2
b2
j
∫ Ldt = 0.1 pb−1
2b2j
2.221.81.61.41.210.80.60.40.20
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
FIG. 5: The ratio in Eq. (14) (left panel) and double ratio in Eq. (15) (right panel) integrated in bins of
TA(B). Predictions are shown for three different cuts on jet transverse momenta.
the double ratio
R02b2j(Ti, Ti+1) =
N2b2j(Ti, Ti+1)
N2j(Ti, Ti+1)
(
N2b2j(T0, T1)
N2j(T0, T1)
)−1
(15)
i.e. we normalize it to the first bin (0 < T < 1). The resulting distribution is presented in the right
panel of Fig. (5). The associated error is calculated from the expected number of events, assuming
a Poissonian distribution for statistical errors.
Our results indicate that, although with lesser significance with respect to the four-jet case,
the departure from a constant behaviour can be unambiguously observed also in this final state.
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As already observed in the 4j case, lowering the cut on the jet transverse momenta increases the
sensitivity to a non constant behaviour of R02b2j .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have calculated DPS cross sections for double dijet final states produced in pA
collisions at the LHC, as well as the corresponding SPS backgrounds. Relying on the experimental
capabilities to correlate centrality with impact parameter B of the proton-nucleus collision, we
have presented a strategy to extract the so-called DPS2 contributions, pertinent to pA collisions.
With this respect the 4j and 2b2j final states has large enough cross sections to allow the use of
the method [31] to disentangle Leading Twist + DPS1 contributions from the DPS2 contribution,
which is the main interest of this paper, already with data accumulated in 2016 pA run.
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